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DYNCAT
DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION ADJUSTMENT IN THE TMA

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 893568 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
DYNCAT aims at enabling more environmentally friendly and more predictable flight profiles in the
TMA, namely on approach, by supporting the pilots in configuration management.
After all data were processed and analysed in the preceding Tasks, this document describes the initial
operational concept of how the situation in the TMA can be improved related to fuel burn and noise
exposure by supporting the pilots and controllers. It points out in detail how this concept will work and
which parts of the current applied processes, regulations, tools or systems need to be changed or
extended. This also includes the description of which data will be required for the extended
functionality and if this data is already existing or how it could be gathered or transferred. The
expected effects, positive but also negative, not only to fuel burn and noise exposure but also to all
other important factors like workload for controllers and pilots, the throughput at airports and safety
are considered and described in this document. As one base for this concept, the inputs and outcomes
of the first experts’ workshop of this project with pilots, ATC controllers, scientists and experts from
related authorities will be used and documented in detail. To be able to clearly justify the suggestions
and compare it to the current operations, a summary of the state of the art related to ATC, aircraft and
aircraft systems and regulations are given in this document. This comprises also an extended analysis
of the operational flight data, in addition to the last Task, in which different energy dissipation
strategies are observed and described.
This document is the initial concept description; it will be extended and enhanced at the project end
(D2.5) with the outcomes of the exemplary implementation and analysis.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Part of the Work Package that in overall aims at data analysis and operational concept design, the
present activity is the first which actually provides suggestions to improve the situation in the TMA
related to noise exposure and fuel consumption. Bases for this concept are the outcomes of previous
Tasks of this Work Package e.g. the Critical Analysis of Current Operations (Deliverable 2.3.) and the
conducted workshop with pilots, ATC controllers, scientists and experts from authorities on 5th March
2021. The operational concept will be the final outcome of this Work Package. In this document the
initial concept is described, which will be extended and enhanced to the Final Operational Concept
Document (Deliverable 2.5) after WP 5 based on the outcomes of the intermediate Work Packages.
NB the opinions expressed herein reflect the authors’ view only. Under no circumstances shall the
SESAR Joint Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained
herein.

1.2 Purpose and Structure of the Document
This initial concept is the starting point for the next Work Package 4 in which the conceptional
functionality will be broken down into a high-level specification for a prototypical Flight Management
System (FMS) function (Task 3.1). Also, an implementation for an FMS demonstrator will be performed
as an example and will be evaluated by airline pilots in WP4. Furthermore, also in WP4 the
environmental benefits of this functionality will be evaluated.
The first part of this document is a state-of-the-art description for ATC decision making and tools,
aircraft and aircraft systems, regulations and actually measured situations at airports. In the next part
of the document the outcomes and discussions of the experts’ workshop will be summarized, which
took place on 5th March 2021. After that, all parts of the initial concept itself and why a benefit is
expected will be explained in detail. Finally, a short summary will give an overview of the initial
operational concept and the related benefits, limits and risks to be expected.
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1.3 Acronyms
The following table contains a list of acronyms used in this report.

Acronym

Meaning

ACC

Area Control Centre

ADS-B

Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast

ADS-C

Automatic Dependent Surveillance Contract

AIP

Aeronautical Information Publication

AMAN

Arrival Manager

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

AP

Autopilot

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCO

Air Traffic Controller

ATHR

Autothrottle

ATM

Air Traffic Management

CDA

Continuous Descent Approach

COVID-19

Coronavirus Disease 2019

CPDLC

Controller Pilot Data-Link Communication

CTR

Controlled Traffic Region

D<no.>

Deliverable <no.>

DLR

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (German Aerospace Center)

DLS

Data Link Service

DME

Distance Measuring Equipment

DYNCAT

Dynamic Configuration Adjustment in the TMA

EFB

Electronic Flight Bag

EFIS

Electronic Flight Instrument System

Empa

Eidgenössische Materialprüfungs- und Forschungsanstalt (Swiss Federal Laboratories
for Material Science and Technology)

EPP

Extended Projected Profiles

ER

Exploratory Research

EU

European Union

FADEC

Full Authority Digital Engine Control

FAF

Final Approach Fix Point

FANS

Future Air Navigation System
10
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Acronym

Meaning

FCU

Flight Control Unit

FIM

Flight-Deck Interval Management

FL

Flight Level

FMS

Flight Management System

FPA

Flight Path Angle

GP

Glidepath

GPWS

Ground Proximity Warning System

H2020

Horizon 2020

HDG

Heading

HUD

Hand Up Display

IAS

Indicated Airspeed

IATA

International Air Transport Association

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

IFR

Instrument Flight Rules

ILS

Instrument Landing System

LDLP

Low Drag Low Power

MOPS

Minimum Operational Performance Standards

MRS

Minimum Radar Separation

MSL

Mean Sea Level

MUAC

Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre

NASA

National Aeronautics and space Administration

NAV

Navigation

ND

Navigation Display

Q<no.>

Quarter <no.>

RNP

Required Navigation Performance

RNP AR

Required Navigation Performance – Authorization Required

ROPS

Runway Overrun Protection System

PFD

Primary Flight Display

PU

Public

Q<code>

ICAO Q-Code, e.g. QNH

RWY

Runway

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research

SJU

SESAR Joint Undertaking
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Acronym

Meaning

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

T<no.>

Task <no.>

TAM

Tailored Arrival Manager

TCAS

Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System

TD

Top of Descent

TIS-B

Traffic Information Service - Broadcast

TMA

Terminal Manoeuvring Area

VOR

Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Radio Range

V/S

Vertical Speed

VSD

Vertical Situation Display

WP

Work Package
Table 1: Acronyms used in this report
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2 State of the Art & Environment definition
This section will give an overview of the current state of the art for all relevant processes, regulations
and technologies related to approaches in the TMA. It should help to understand how current
operations are performed. This overview should also support justifications for the suggested initial
operational concept presented in section 4.
For the airborne side the overview in this section comprises the current aircraft, avionics systems, like
FMS, and available data sources. For the ground-based operations, the current air traffic management
procedures are summarized, including ATC decision making and available data and tools to the
controller. Also, the related current regulations in the TMA like separation distances, limitations in
parallel runway operation at one airport and the airspace structure are summarized. Finally, the actual
traffic situation at the airport is summarized based on the analysis of operational flight data from this
and other projects.

2.1 Airborne
Navigation displays (ND) have become standard for lateral flight path illustration and navigation in
modern commercial aircraft. Here, the entire flight plan is shown in a plan view relative to the aircraft.
Information about the vertical profile of the flight plan is not available in this presentation. As an
extension, the so-called Vertical Situation Display (VSD) has been introduced for some aircraft model,
which usually depicts the vertical flight plan, e.g. the theoretical vertical profile based on the procedure
down to runway. Furthermore, in most implementations, the current aircraft altitude is represented
by a simplified aircraft symbol along an area with terrain information. This additional display is now
considered as state of the art and is installed in many newer aircraft designs (Airbus 380, 350; Boeing
787) but normally not even available for retrofit on the majority of older types, and hence the majority
of presently flying aircraft. Even the state of the art presents the desired flight plan vertically and
laterally relative to the current aircraft position and altitude, it does not provide information about the
evolution of the speeds. Only the current speed together with a short-term forecast (so-called speedtrend arrow) is displayed in the Primary Flight Display (PFD).
In D2.3 [3] it could be shown that wind shears are common at Zurich Airport in the final approach
phase. Rapid changes in wind direction and/or speed can disturb the energy management. For
example, a sudden appearance of tailwind can cause the need for Speed Brakes. This information is
usually not known to ATC or the approaching aircraft. Only the ground wind is communicated by ATC,
which has no informational content about the vertical wind layer. In current state of FMS technology
pilots can store atmospheric conditions such as wind and temperature at individual waypoints in the
FMS but this only provides an extremely rough representation of the environment. In addition, today's
FMS do not make any or very rudimentary dynamic adjustments to the flight plan based on the current
flight condition. As a result, the predictions of the FMS optimisation algorithms tend to be
conservative. Thus, the lack of precise and up-to-date information about the atmosphere to be flown
through in the future, especially in the case of strong unpredictable deviations in approach/departure,
represents a significant shortcoming of the current FMS generation. A disadvantage of conventional
FMS flight planning is the selective and partial use of outdated information of the atmospheric
conditions, which are only flown through in the further course of the flight.
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Current Flight Management Systems (FMS) are able to assist the pilots with energy management and
dissipation but only if routing and the speed profile to be expected are known before approach, which
was also confirmed in the expert’s workshop (see chapter 3). Furthermore, as soon as the real flight
deviates from the initial theoretical one (lateral or vertical path, speed profile or meteorological
situation) the current assistance functions are underperforming. The single calculation of the speed
and altitude profile from the stabilisation altitude to the deceleration point is basically considered state
of the art for the flight guidance system of a modern transport aircraft. Thus, in the FMS of the A320,
the deceleration point shown in the navigation display is determined by a backward calculation before
the start of the descent. The starting point here is the runway threshold at an altitude of 50 ft above
the runway. Unfortunately, further descriptions of the procedure and all details of the actual
calculation are missing at this point. Other works do not perform any explicit preliminary trajectory
planning, but use a standard procedure according to the aircraft flight manual as a basis for a later
correction calculation.
Other assisting systems in modern aircraft are Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS), the Traffic
and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS), the Envelope Protection System and the Stall Warning System
[2]. These systems help to make aviation as safe as possible but are not intended to support the pilot
in performing efficient approaches.
Regarding the connection to the ground during approach the most important information source is
still the radio voice communication which has a very low information rate and density e.g. compared
to a digital data link. Also, this information is not directly fed to the avionic systems and thus cannot
be used by FMS or other supporting systems without the intervention of the pilots. A direct information
exchange between different aircraft is only provided via Automatic Dependent Surveillance –
Broadcast (ADS-B) which provides amongst others current position, speed and altitude.
An already implemented digital data link between aircraft and ATC is the Controller Pilot Data Link
Communication (CPDLC). For instance, 23% of the traffic crossing the Maastricht Upper Area Control
Center (MUAC) is using CPDLC on a daily basis. It acts as secondary communication medium, whereas
voice communication remains the primary channel [8]. It enables digital transmission of ATC
clearances, turns heading, transponder code and hand-off instructions but also the possibility to
transmit requests from the aircraft to ATC. These services are provided by different defined Data Link
Services (DLS). While on a European basis these services are provided above flight level 285 (FL285),
some Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) also cover more airspace (e.g. Skyguide) [9]. Other digital
data link standards which primary provides the information transfer from aircraft to ground are ADSC and ADS-B which are often mentioned in connection with “Future Air Navigation Systems” (FANS).
It should be noted that advanced communications including transfer of optimised flight plan
information are the subject of current research. An example is the “Air Traffic Management –
eXploration” project of Boeing and NASA which aims to implement optimized approach profiles
generated by an ATM software (Tailored Arrival Manager - TAM) which are automatically transferred
to the aircraft FMS via digital data link [10][11].
Another approach is the current research in multiple projects [13][14] related to the keyword “4D
Trajectory Management” or “4D Trajectory Based Operations”. Also, here the air-ground
communication is extended in a way that the FMS of an aircraft can send its flight plan including
expected times at certain waypoints to ATC to communicate its trajectory intent which should lead to
more safety by a higher predictability but also ATC can transmit intents and instructions in a digital
way.
14
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In the SESAR 2020 Project 31 „DIGITS“ [13] Airbus equipped 90 aircraft of the A320 family with Future
Air System C (FANS-C) which comprises CPDLC and the Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Contract
(ADS-C) protocol to send 4D trajectories (Extended Projected Profiles – EPP) to ATC. By the end of the
project around 20,000 flights successfully used this connection [15].
However, these approaches provide the ability to exchange optimised trajectories between aircraft
and ground but do not support the pilots by conducting the approach precisely, e.g. related to the
Flaps and Landing Gear setting.

2.2 Regulations and other Limitations
It is obvious that the leeway controllers can give approaching aircraft considering their vertical, lateral
and speed profiles is limited by the respective airspace structure. The design of the latter can hence
play an important role in enabling environmentally friendly approach profiles.
Airspace and procedures design needs to follow requirements from ICAO, as laid down in publications
like Doc 9905 (“RNP AR Procedure Manual”), but the actual results are more a matter of experience
and local tradition rather than an automatic consequence from an application of the rules. As an
example, there is no binding rule that would allow to deduce the exact size and shape of the control
zone (CTR) and terminal manoeuvring area (TMA) from geometric properties of the airport and its
surroundings. Expert knowledge, e.g. from experienced air traffic controllers with good knowledge of
the local circumstances, is an important input to the design process. Factors to be considered include:
•

orography (terrain and obstacle clearance) – this affects not only the published arrival,
transition and approach routes but also the missed approach procedure.

•

vicinity of other airports, including military aerodromes, as it is the case for instance with
Dübendorf airbase (LSMD) in Zurich

•

possible emergency operations in the airport vicinity, e.g. would SAR helicopters need
unencumbered access to a nearby hospital at any time

•

risk containment (avoidance of flying over densely populated areas, dangerous industrial
installations)

•

the choice of required navigation capabilities demanded from the aircraft entering the
airspace (RNP) impact the minimum terrain clearance, both vertically and laterally, and
generally the types and complexity of possible manoeuvres. Approaches with conventional
radio navigation means such as VOR/DME may be rare today but still must be facilitated in
case of equipment failure or aircraft with legacy equipment

•

speed categories of aircraft expected to utilise the airport, and their assumed manoeuvrability

•

noise minimisation: an effective but not always possible approach is the avoidance of
overflight of densely populated areas. This is an eminently political issue and the demands of
highly vocal groups are often in conflict with the general public interest.

•

The noise topic is very complex though. As a first idea it seems a relatively simple solution to
increase the intermediate approach altitude or glideslope angle, in the assumption that an
aircraft flying higher will generate less noise impact on ground. Even all other operational
15
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parameters being equal, however, this is true only directly below the flight path, while the
lateral noise transmission will actually increase at greater altitude. More important, however,
is the realisation that flying higher with the same speed means a higher energy state, and the
reduction to approach speed requires more energy dissipation by early configuration and/or
Speed Brake usage, which in turn increases the airframe nose significantly. This topic is a major
object of investigation of DYNCAT.
•

general political aspects: for instance, at an airport situated close to a border, flight operations
need (consider Tel Aviv – Ben Gurion (TLV)) or should as much as possible be limited to the
airport’s state’s territory. In Zurich, there is indeed a long-standing conflict about arrival and
departure procedures through German airspace.

•

the requirement or intent to allow continuous descent (or climb) operations must be reflected
in the vertical structure of the airspace

•

sectorisation possibilities for air traffic control – a suitable division of the airspace into sectors
must be possible which can be controlled safely, independently and without the need for
unnecessary handovers

The above points mainly concern the limits imposed on a single operation’s flight profile, but a
successful airspace and routes design will also have to consider operational aspects including the
following:
•

The possibility to fly a missed approach must be given at any time of the final approach,
without any need for air traffic control to intervene, as the very reason for the missed
approach may prevent the flight crew from communicating the fact (timely or at all)

•

The sequencing and merging of arriving traffic need to be ensured. At times of low traffic, only
the safe separation resulting from minimum radar separation (MRS) and wake vortex
separation required under IFR needs to be considered. When capacity constraints do play a
role, there is a need to optimise the sequencing of the approaching aircraft so as to minimise
accumulated wake vortex separation. Beyond the arrival manager, typical solutions comprise
trombone-shaped RNAV transitions (e.g. at Frankfurt (FRA)) or arrival stacks (London
Heathrow (LHR)).
Point Merge operations (e.g. at Oslo (OSL) or Paris ACC) allow a certain amount of flexibility
between capacity and efficiency. During flight on the sequencing legs, the distance to the
merge point stays constant but the remaining track miles depend on the time of directing the
aircraft to the merge point. Due to the relatively simple structure of the arrangement,
however, a prediction by the ATCo is much easier. As an example, in practice at Budapest (BUD)
airport, which applies a derivative of the concept called MergeStrip, airlines observe reduced
fuel consumption against approaches at other airports. The good reliability of the track miles
information is regarded as the most important reason for this. In case of laterally overlapping
sequencing legs, however, the concept does not allow for variation of the vertical profile and
also the terrain must allow the arrangement.

•

Dependent operations on closely spaced or intersecting runways (the latter are present in
Zurich) mean that separation needs to be ensured not only to the directly preceding and
following aircraft. There are airports that have sufficiently large spacing of the runways (e.g.
London Heathrow (LHR) and Munich (MUC)) and can operate them independently; often,
16
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however, dependent operations are necessary (e.g. with some of the parallel runways at
Frankfurt (FRA) or Roissy (CDG); with intersecting runways e.g. at Schiphol (AMS) or Zurich
(ZRH)).
•

While some airports have single runways exclusively dedicated to landings or departures, e.g.
Frankfurt (FRA), generally landings and departures are mixed on the same runway, meaning
that any changes or uncertainties in the timing of landings will necessarily impact departures
and vice versa.

•

A change of operational direction following changes in wind direction or failure of ground
equipment associated with a certain runway direction must be able to be accommodated
without undue complexity and interruptions.

New or changed arrival and departure routes mean changes in noise exposure for many people, and
so it is not surprising that their approval is often preceded by lengthy political and legal disputes, as
e.g. witnessed at the new Berlin Brandenburg (BER) airport. As a result, high importance is attached to
adherence to the published arrival routes (and, where defined, TMA entry points) in practice, and
changes are very difficult to establish. Geometrical (lateral and vertical) constraints on the flight profile
as resulting from the implemented airspace structure hence are not easy to overcome. On the other
hand, actual transitions often differ significantly from those published in the AIP. Here, and in
procedural changes that do not affect the lateral flight path, potential for improvements can be
identified. The final report of the project will gather corresponding recommendations.

2.3 ATM
ATM systems are often enhanced by an Arrival Manager (AMAN) system, which provides additional
information to the ATC controller with respect to the arriving flights, e.g. the expected arrival time and
the arrival sequence at the TMA entry, see for instance [17][18]. To maintain a dedicated sequence for
the arriving flights, AMAN systems are capable to output a time offset for every flight in the sequence
to lose or gain while in the descent and approach phase. The controller is then responsible for giving
an appropriate lateral, vertical or speed instruction to the pilots to apply the time offsets and
accomplish the selected sequencing. This procedure applies up to the arrival controller handover,
whereas further on, the approach controller is responsible for the subsequent flight guidance.
Even though, few communications between ATC and aircraft are performed related to the expected
flight plan until touchdown. At Zurich but not at all airports, the expected distance to fly, the Track
Miles, is communicated to the aircraft but is usually not updated, even if the flight plan changes [3].
Additionally, the only weather information given by ATC is the wind condition on ground but no vertical
wind profile is provided. Such a vertical wind profile is not available onboard the aircraft yet but could
be possibly known by preceding aircraft and shared to the surrounding flights. Reference [16] shows
that actual weather information in terms of vertical up-to-date information can be used to provide
more environmentally friendly approach profiles.
Instructions related to the lateral, vertical and speed profile are in their majority communicated at the
moment in which the instruction should be implemented by the flight crew. There is mostly no
information about the time or duration in which the instructions must be implemented, thus they are
considered as “as soon as possible”. Consequently, systems which are able to visualize flight plans (see
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section 2.1) are not very helpful due to no available preliminary flight plan information except the
Track Miles (which cannot be used in current FMS).

2.4 Current Situation & Operating Method
In D2.3 the impact of ATC speed instructions on fuel consumption and noise exposure was investigated
in detail [3]. It was shown that flights with a higher number received speed instructions also travelled
a bigger distance, probably to ATC’s intent to maintain the spacing between aircraft in phases of higher
traffic density. Furthermore, if more speed instructions are given, the usage of Speed Brakes is lower
in the final approach and the Landing Gear was set at lower speeds in average. Also, the stabilisation
effectiveness was higher. On the other hand, the fuel consumption for flights which received speed
instructions was higher owing to the longer time in which a certain speed must be maintained.
Consequently, these flights also implemented flaps configuration F-1 and F-2 earlier, which causes a
bigger footprint of the noise exposure.
The most important ATC mission is to ensure safety, keeping in mind as far as possible optimisation of
the approaches. Nevertheless, optimisation being not a top priority, dedicated evaluations of D2.3
showed also that some ATC instructions can result in additional fuel consumption or noise exposure,
since a different, more efficient approach profile might be used if no or less restrictions would be given.
Within D2.3, an analysis of the approach operations at Zurich Airport on Runway 14 revealed that 41%
of the flights make usage of Speed Brake from the final approach fix point (OSNEM) up to the threshold,
and on average 1.3 NM out of 8 NM are flown with Speed Brakes deployed. This corresponds to
approximately 15 % of the final approach distance and could be significantly reduced if an optimised
approach profile were flown. It was also observed that the F-1 and F-2 configurations are often used
very far from the threshold, resulting in an unnecessarily large noise footprint area. Precipitate usage
of F-1 and F-2 configurations is often related to early ATC speed instructions and also to early vertical
instructions to descend. Pilots must dissipate the aircraft total energy as soon as ATC instructions are
given, and therefore, in addition to the aircraft limitations and operational envelopes, some
configuration management combinations are used, e.g. deploy F-1 and use Speed Brakes to rapidly
descend, dissipating altitude as quick as possible, sometimes even on the cost of increasing the
airspeed, if no speed limitation is given.
For a single type of aircraft as investigated in D2.3 [3] and also in other studies [6][7], it has been shown
that even under similar conditions (same aircraft type, mass, weather, runway and even with
equivalent ATC instructions) the approach profile related to speed management, Flaps, Landing Gear
and Speed Brake setting looks very different among the pilots (see for instance section 2.4.2). This
means that many of these profiles do not represent the optimal solution related to fuel consumption
and noise exposure. The reason for this is not an insufficient qualification of the pilots but the high
complexity of this task and missing information like ATC intended trajectory and instructions as well as
detailed vertical wind profile to be expected. This is a big challenge even for highly experienced pilots
a big challenge. Additionally, different pilots follow individual energy dissipation strategies during
approach.

2.4.1 Real operation solutions to energy management
In this Section a detailed analysis for different solutions conducted by the pilots related to the energy
management during approach will be shown. Most of the observations, even having been evaluated
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by the analysis of only A320 flights in Zurich, are generic for any type of aircraft but others are particular
to the A320. For instance, Section 2.4.1.7 shows some peculiarities of the A320 with impact in fuel
consumption and noise exposure.
The energy management solutions identified are very dependent on the given ATC constraints on each
flight segment. Therefore, the analysis hereafter correlates the actions performed by the pilots to the
possibilities allowed by ATC in order to detect best practice cases for the new DYNCAT functionality
concept.

2.4.1.1 Speed brakes usage at high speeds for energy dissipation
The effectivity of Speed Brakes comes from additional drag created and is proportional to the square
of the airspeed. Correcting a high-energy situation with the use of Speed Brakes is hence executed
more efficiently (higher drag) at higher speeds. This example illustrates how pilots use this
characteristic. Here, between 45 NM and 37 NM the Speed Brakes are deployed to dissipate excessive
potential energy while maintaining speed in idle thrust.
Figure 2 shows, that the pilots are constrained by ATC to a speed of 250 kts from 31 NM down to at
least 20 NM distance. The vertical instructions were not directly correlated to the instant for Speed
Brake usage. The instructions by ATC to proceed to a defined altitude came at 53 NM (descend to FL90)
and at 38 NM (descend to 6000 ft). The actual altitude is far higher than the ATC instruction, which
lead to the use of Speed Brakes to dissipate potential energy and achieve the ATC constraint.
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Figure 1: Energy management overview for flight #4
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Figure 2: ATC instructions to flight #4

2.4.1.2 Increase of airspeed to increase energy dissipation
In the following example, high energy dissipation is achieved by deploying Speed Brakes together with
a significant speed increase, observed at approximately 40 NM to threshold. The vertical flight profile
could be corrected rapidly with descent speeds up to 4500 ft/min. The consequential acceleration is
physically limited by the Speed Brakes additional drag. After the rapid descent the still extended Speed
Brakes linked to a lower selected speed decelerated the aircraft back to around 250 kts. Consequently,
the flight could be performed in idle thrust up to the final approach fix point (OSNEM at 8 NM). In
summary, excess potential energy was converted into kinetic energy to be dissipated with the help of
Speed Brakes.
The energy management in this example is only viable because no ATC speed restriction was given up
to 25 NM. A first communication related to the speed was performed at 44 NM distance: “for the
moment, no speed restriction for a good rate of descent, you could expect 40 miles to touchdown […]”.
A vertical instruction to descend to FL70 was given at approximately 48 NM to threshold, prompting
the pilot to rapidly decrease altitude since the actual altitude was about 20,000 ft. A second vertical
instruction to further descend to 6000 ft was given at 32 NM, which however did not impact the energy
management, since the continued flight was performed in idle thrust up to the glideslope intercept.
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Figure 3: Energy management overview for flight #39
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Figure 4: ATC instructions to flight #39

2.4.1.3 Limited Speed Brake authority at Minimum Clean Speed
The usage of Speed Brakes in clean configuration is limited if the aircraft is flying close to the minimum
clean speed. On the Airbus A320 aircraft, the use of Speed Brakes increases the VLS (lowest selectable
speed) in a way that pilots have to switch to Flaps-1, providing a higher margin from the actual speed
to the VLS and to stay within the speed limits when using Speed Brakes. This explains a frequent
observation found during the analysis of the operations in D2.3, and is illustrated by the following
example.
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Figure 5: Energy management overview for flight #41

At approximately 42 NM ATC instructs the pilots to reduce to minimum clean speed. At 36 NM the
vertical instruction to descend to FL70 is given, prompting the pilots’ use of Speed Brakes to dissipate
the energy and consequently to implement Flaps-1 first. Up to the next speed instruction, “reduce to
180 kts” at 14 NM, the pilots make usage of Speed Brakes while in F-1 configuration. In the meantime,
the autopilot is disengaged to allow the full extension of Speed Brakes to dissipate even more excess
energy (see also section 2.4.1.6). As soon as more speed reductions are allowed, e.g. 160 kts at 8 NM,
the classical approach profile is observed.
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Figure 6: ATC instructions to flight #41

2.4.1.4 Kinetic vs. potential energy trading
The following example shows a strategy to dissipate energy applying a trade-off between kinetic and
potential energy. The energy dissipation rate can be maintained constant if speed is reduced when
approaching a level segment and it can be increased again in a subsequent descent segment. This is
the case in the flight segments between roughly 60 NM and 30 NM in this example, where the energy
dissipation rate remains constant while kinetic and potential energy are constantly being shifted back
and forth. In flight operations, this means that without speed constraints by ATC but with the further
clearance delayed, it is recommended to reduce airspeed until the descent continues. This allows to
maintain the engine thrust at idle and to maintain the energy dissipation rate constant. The potential
energy can then be traded again into kinetic energy as soon as the further descent clearance is given
by ATC. However, the speed reduction is limited in general by the minimum clean speed. In other
words, if the aircraft is already at minimum clean speed with further descent being blocked, this
technique is not applicable.
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Figure 7: Energy management overview for flight #609. *Note that within this example, the OPEN DES
channel is actually activated at approximately 65 NM. Before of that, the DESC mode is selected, however
not separately depicted.

This example applies exactly to such a scenario, since for the initial descent no speed restriction is
given by ATC at around 42 NM distance: “[…] no speed restriction […] “. At already 60 NM the crew
changes the flight path angle to increase the descent rate while also increasing the airspeed. The
cleared altitude at this moment is FL170. While approaching this level with approximately 3,000 ft/min
the crew reduces the selected speed. At 50NM the clearance is received to descend to FL130. The crew
again increases the selected speed to increase the descent rate. This method is applied 3 times in a
row in this example. An ATC speed reduction is only provided at approximately 8 NM. On the other
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side, the instruction to maintain FL130 up to 50 NM, and subsequent descent instructions to FL 90,
6000 ft and 4000 ft illustrate the almost purely vertical guidance of the selected flight.

Figure 8: ATC instructions to flight #609

2.4.1.5 Configuration sequencing: gear down in clean configuration at high speeds
At high speeds, dissipation rate of energy is increased with extended Landing Gear in clean
configuration in real operations. This is in fact a very effective way due to high drag generated by the
Landing Gear. However, it also leads to significant noise levels and additional mechanical stress to the
undercarriage. The following two examples show a Landing Gear deployment at speeds of
approximately 230 kts.
In the first example (Figure 9 and Figure 10), the ATC speed instructions lead to the airspeed of 240 kts
up to nearly 18 NM distance, resulting in a high-speed situation arriving at the final approach fix point.
Consequently, the landing gear is deployed at high speed at approximately 10 NM, and also before F1 are deployed. The vertical instructions do not have influence on the energy management by the
pilots since no configuration change or Speed Brake usage was performed up to the speed restriction
alleviation by ATC. Speed Brakes are only deployed as soon as no speed restriction is valid anymore.
The second example, depicted in Figure 11 and Figure 12, shows a flight without any ATC speed
instruction. The pilot decides to maintain a high speed level in the final approach. Consequently, the
Landing Gear extension was chosen to reach lower speeds in appropriate time to start the
configuration.
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Figure 9: Energy management overview for flight #7
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Figure 10: ATC instructions to flight #7
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Figure 11: Energy management overview for flight #257
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Figure 12: ATC instructions to flight #257
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2.4.1.6 Autopilot OFF for additional Speed Brake authority
On the Airbus A320, the Speed Brakes are limited to 50 % extension when the autopilot is activated.
With deactivated autopilot the full Speed Brakes are available. For this reason, it can occasionally be
observed that pilots temporarily disengage the autopilot during descent to benefit from this increase
in Speed Brake authority. However, this also increases the workload for the flight crew, especially in
the final approach phase as seen in the second example.

Figure 13: Energy management overview for flight #37. *Note that within this example, the OPEN DES
channel is actually activated at approximately 60 NM. Before of that, the DESC mode is selected, however
not separately depicted.
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Figure 14: ATC instructions to flight #37

In the second example, the energy dissipation rate could be increased by the use of full Speed Brakes
with disengaged autopilot (visible in the vertical flight profile). However, this example shows a
significant Speed Brake usage in the last 20 NM, which could be probably avoided if a speed reduction
could be achieved earlier.
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Figure 15: Energy management overview for flight #563
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Figure 16: ATC instructions to flight #563

In the third example of this section, the deactivation of the autopilot to increase the Speed Brake
authority can be observed. This flight is coming in very high and with high speed levels. No speed
restrictions but only vertical guidance was given by ATC. The energy dissipation is performed mainly
by using Speed Brakes, see for instance from approximately 50 NM to 15 NM, and also by applying F1 configuration very early, at 18 NM. This leads to a very large noise footprint, even with the flight
being mainly performed in idle thrust.
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Figure 17: Energy management overview for flight #92
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Figure 18: ATC instructions to flight #92

2.4.1.7 Autopilot Mode and effect on engine regime
From a fuel efficiency point of view, it is certainly desired to perform the approach in idle engine thrust.
The combination of different vertical guidance modes and automatic thrust modes of the autopilot
cause different actions of the Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC). For instance, on the A320
when flying in vertical speed mode, the selection of to the F-2 configuration leads often to an engine
spool-up even though the (selected) automatic thrust target speed is still significantly below the actual
speed. This is illustrated by the following two examples.
In the first example, the Vertical Speed (V/S) mode is active. This mode leads to an engine spool-up to
up to 60 % N1, commanded by the FADEC. This would not be the case, if the Open Descent (OPEN DES)
mode would have been activated, as illustrated in the second example. This behaviour of the Airbus
aircraft systems was observed but cannot be explained without further support of the manufacturer.
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Figure 19: Energy management overview for flight #247
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Figure 20: Energy management overview for flight #46

2.4.1.8 Glideslope intercept from above
If a glideslope intercept from above is to be conducted, the strategy recommended by Airbus within
the Aircraft Operational Manual is to lower the Landing Gear and select Flaps as required, e.g. using
the configuration F-2 with Speed Brakes while approaching at 180 kts. With this configuration, high
descent rates are achieved while the energy levels remain controllable, ensuring that the aircraft speed
will not increase. Such a strategy is shown in this example, where the glideslope is intercepted at
approximately 7 NM additionally with deactivated autopilot allowing full Speed Brake deflection. The
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ATC speed instruction to reduce to 180 kts at 18 NM and the late clearance to 4000 ft lead to the
described strategy.

Figure 21: Energy management overview for flight #48
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Figure 22: ATC instructions to flight #48

2.4.1.9 Almost-ideal fuel-efficient approaches
The next three examples show almost ideal approaches related to fuel consumption performed with
engines mostly in idle thrust during the last 50 NM to 80 NM. The first example shows a descent in idle
thrust from 50 NM with two minor Speed Brake interventions, a speed limitation of 210 kts from
35 NM up to approximately 12 NM and a standard configuration sequence. However, the second
Speed Brake intervention is necessary to reduce to F-2 extension speed while already established on
the glidepath, since the clearance to reduce to 180 kts is only given at 12 NM. This example shows that
ATC assigned speeds often lead to a deviation from the optimum airspeed. Here, for instance, a slight
overspeed at the glideslope intercept with regard to the next configuration step is observed.
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Figure 23: Energy management overview for flight #54
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Figure 24: ATC instructions to flight #54

The next example shows another almost ideal fuel-efficient approach. The short increase of thrust at
15 NM is caused by a short horizontal segment. The clearance to descend to 4000 ft is provided at
approximately 15 NM, where the autopilot is already increasing thrust to maintain 6000 ft as
instructed previously. There are no speed constraints for this flight, however a small Speed Brake
intervention is needed at airspeed of around 200 kts to reach the F-2 extension speed while already
established on the glideslope.
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Figure 25: Energy management overview for flight #116
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Figure 26: ATC instructions to flight #116

The third example shows an almost ideal fuel-efficient approach due to idle thrust but with a nonstandard configuration sequence. The flight is performed in idle thrust from 80 NM up to glideslope
intercept. Minimum clean speed is instructed at approximately 42 NM. ATC instructs the pilots to
descend to FL70 and further to 6000 ft, prompting the pilots to use the F-1 configuration in
combination with Speed Brakes and also to deactivate the autopilot to increase Speed Brake
deflection. 180 kts is probably assigned by ATC at 22 NM*, and therefore subsequently F-2 is chosen
and the remaining flight is performed without Speed Brake intervention. It should be noted, that in
this example the Landing Gear was extended while in Flaps-Full configuration. (*only arrival controller
communications are available in the investigated data set. This flight switched to final approach
frequency, therefore no communication is available from this point).
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Figure 27: Energy management overview for flight #489
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Figure 28: ATC instructions to flight #489

2.4.1.10

Under Energy profiles

The next two examples illustrate slight under energy conditions during approach. Both flights are
performed at a speed close to minimum clean for a long time and a reduction to 180 kts is performed
at approximately 18 NM. Both approaches show significant segments with increased thrust setting.
Further, after reducing speed for F-1 and subsequent configurations, the increased thrust setting could
be avoided.
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Figure 29: Energy management overview for flight #527
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Figure 30: Energy management overview for flight #542

2.4.1.11

Over energy profiles

This example shows that the flight crew maintains 250 kts up to 15 NM. Even with the remaining Track
Miles being transmitted (see ATC communications in Figure 32), the aircraft enters an over energy
situation. Only altitude constraints are given, which lead to Speed Brake usage in order to increase the
potential and kinetic energy dissipation.
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Figure 31: Energy management overview for flight #97
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Figure 32: ATC instructions to flight #97

The second example shows also a case without speed constraints. The aircraft is operated in a highenergy situation with high speed until at least 40 NM distance. This excess energy is dissipated with
Speed Brakes and Landing Gear usage at high speeds. A slightly overestimated Track Mile distance
provided by ATC (see Figure 34) might have contributed to such a situation. This emphasises the
importance of an accurate exchange of information between ATC and the flight deck.
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Figure 33: Energy management overview for flight #391
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Figure 34: ATC instructions to flight #391

The third example in this section is similar to the last one above. However, an additional ATC
instruction to reduce the speed at 45 NM assisted the flight crew and hence a standard configuration
sequence is applied. Nevertheless, an over energy situation is observed at 20 NM, where the crew used
F-2 and Speed Brakes to comply also with the vertical instructions and probably speed instructions
provided on the final approach frequency, which was not available in this investigated data set, but
could be deduced by the pilot inputs in selected speed (180 kts).
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Figure 35: Energy management overview for flight #409
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Figure 36: ATC instructions to flight #409
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2.4.2 Equivalent ATC speed instructions with different solution
The following analysis elucidates an equivalent ATC instruction scenario with different solutions
applied to the energy management by the flight crew. The green square in Figure 37 indicates the
distance where the ATC constraint of Minimum Clean Speed was given. Thereafter, up to the coloured
marker X, minimum clean speed is pursued, which is around 210 Kts. While flight 583 implemented a
level segment between 50 NM and 40 NM due to the clearance received at around 40 NM, flight 250
maintains a continuous descent approach. This is due to the fact that flight 250 is instructed to descend
to FL80 very early at approximately 45 NM distance. Nevertheless, at approximately 43 NM, the same
flight altitude is seen in both profiles, representing nearly equally energy levels. In the comparison
further on from this point, it can be seen that the early but very efficient energy dissipation of flight
250 leads to an under-energy situation, prompting engine thrust to increase at around 25 NM. The
resulting higher fuel consumption can be also evaluated in the top right plot of the Figure 37. Analysing
backwards from approximately 8 NM to 25 NM, the fuel consumption curves show a significant
difference, directly correlated to the thrust setting.
Both flights show the energy management strategy described in 2.4.1.3 leading to a wider noise
footprint due to early F-1 extension and higher speeds during approach.

Figure 37: Comparison between flight #250 and flight #583 comprising the energy management strategy
implemented respecting the ATC constraints.
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Figure 38: ATC instructions to flight #250

Figure 39: ATC instructions to flight #583

A detailed analysis of the traffic situation during flight 250, see Figure 40, showed that the lateral
vectoring and the speed constraints were necessary to guarantee the separations. A direct approach
might have ended up with a separation conflict with the light blue 77t category flight and also with the
orange coloured 58t category flight, both arriving from the west, which can be seen at the T-5 instant.
The vertical instruction, here for instance the descent to FL80 as depicted in the T-3 of Figure 40, could
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have left the flight crew more leeway to optimise the vertical profile, since from radar data it can be
seen that no other flight is in the vicinity of the investigated flight, especially from T-3 up to T-6 and
touchdown. On the other hand, flight 583 received the clearance to descend from FL150 only at 40 NM,
which led to the level flight segment mentioned earlier. The level flight was forced by ATC to maintain
vertical separation to other aircraft, here for instance the orange coloured 58t category flight arriving
simultaneously from north, as can be seen in T-1 to T-3 in Figure 41. Both flights are arriving at almost
the same lateral path but in different flight levels, consequently the 58t category flight is blocking the
further descent for flight #583 investigated in this example. Nevertheless, lateral and speed constraints
are adequate for the subsequent flight segments, as can be verified in T-4 up to T-6 of Figure 41.
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Figure 40: Surrounding traffic during approach of investigated flight #250
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Figure 41: Surrounding traffic during approach of investigated flight #583
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3 Workshop
This chapter deals with the outcome of a workshop on the findings as described in D2.3 [3], which was
held on the 5th of March 2021.

3.1 Basis, Goals and Participants
3.1.1 Workshop Basis and Goals
The workshop was based on the findings of the previous deliverable D2.3 [3] dealing with the influence
of ATC instructions on the aircraft speed profile during approach and the resulting consequences in
terms of noise impact and fuel consumption. The goal of the workshop was to analyse and discuss the
findings with both participating expert groups to put them into perspective of current ATC, ATM and
pilot capabilities as well as limitations and their demands. Based on this, ideas and concepts for the
improvement of noise level and fuel consumption during approach should be developed and
discussed. First, the findings were presented to each expert group (in separate sessions) and then a
discussion session followed. In the very end, a discussion session with both expert groups in a joined
group took place, with an initial summary of the most relevant aspects and points mentioned during
the separate discussion sessions. Based on the discussion results, initial concepts for future systems in
the context of the DYNCAT project and this document shall be developed.

3.1.2 Participants
The participants consisted of three groups, the presenters and two expert groups. The presenter group
consisted of members of the organizations and firms of the DYNCAT consortium. The first expert group
was comprised of ATC approach controllers (Skyguide) and several pilots (Edelweiss, Lufthansa, Swiss).
The second expert group comprised various experts from several regulatory organisations and
research institutions.

3.2 Outcome
In the following, the outcome of the discussions will be presented.

3.2.1 Categorization
For a better overview and understanding of the feedback and discussion results, they have been
categorised into four major groups:
•

Current ATC/Pilot capabilities, limitations and demands

•

Remarks and ideas for technical details for future (assistance) systems and improvements

•

Ideas for further analysis

•

General opinions and remarks
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In the following, the respective discussion points and results for each of the above groups will be
presented.

3.2.2 Current ATC capabilities and limitations
During the discussion session with the first expert group, several important aspects could be identified.
The goal of ATC is to achieve and maintain separation between aircraft. To achieve maximum capacity
at airports and therefore necessarily in approach, additionally, it is usually optimal to also decrease
separation between aircraft to the necessary minimum. As the separation is achieved by issuing
commands to aircraft and these directly influence the aircrafts behaviour and therefore the noise and
fuel efficiency, it is vital to understand the underlying factors influencing the issued commands. In the
discussion, the controllers reported the way commands to achieve separation are selected as being
mainly experience driven, under consideration of several factors, e.g. weather, airspace structure and
aircraft/pilot behaviour. The process was reported to not be pre-planned, but to take place in realtime. Another aspect under investigation for its possible influence on approach planning by the pilots
is the issuing of the remaining Track Miles from present aircraft position to landing by ATC to the pilots.
According to the ATC experts, the Track Miles are given whenever practicable and, most importantly,
if possible. However, the experts also reported that the Track Miles are usually only easily and
accurately predictable for less dense traffic, and easiest for direct approaches. For pilots, however, it
is more urgent to receive this information in dense traffic cases due to the more unpredictable and
thus more difficult approach planning. Additionally, several limiting factors for ATC’s work have been
mentioned during the discussion, which comprised the weather situation, regulations for minimum
separation, airspace structure, limited standardisation in aircraft procedures (e.g. between different
companies) and traffic density.

3.2.3 Current Pilot capabilities and limitations
Several facts of importance could also be gathered for the pilots’ perspective. Here, mentioned
limitations on the approach planning and execution originate from the Standard Operating Procedures
(set of rules on how the aircraft has to be operated which have to be followed), further regulatory
aspects, e.g. by the local government or specifically for an airport, the aircraft performance and its
variation (e.g. due to different mass, performance factors etc.) and the dependency of the ability to
plan ahead (for the approach) on various factors such as limited information and its accuracy, e.g. on
traffic situation. Furthermore, information on approach and deceleration techniques favoured by the
pilots and corresponding reasons could be gathered. These are relevant because the used techniques
directly influence the timing and usage of aircraft configuration and thus the noise level and fuel
consumption. The pilots’ preferred approach technique is the decelerated approach, which begins with
an initial speed reduction to 250 kts, usually at FL100, due to regulations limiting the speed to 250 kts
below the mentioned flight level. The next speed reduction step is initiated mainly depending on the
aircraft weight. The favoured deceleration technique is a deceleration in level flight, due to the
deceleration performance being easier to predict than in descent. Additionally, deceleration to 180 or
160 kts from free speed in descent was mentioned to be problematic.

3.2.4 Remarks and ideas for technical details of future systems
Additionally, several remarks and ideas on technical details for future systems have been made in all
discussion rounds. Some have been made with respect to short term solutions, others have been made
for mid- to long-term solutions. These will be presented in the following.
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3.2.4.1 Short term
Ideas for short term solutions mainly concern the choice of information to be displayed as pilot
assistance, as well as how and where it should be displayed. Several ideas were mentioned as to what
information shall be given to the pilot by an assistance system developed over the short-term. These
include the current aircraft energy state compared to the maximum reasonable energy state for the
most critical (e.g. shortest Track Miles to land) acceptable approach. The general idea behind this is to
prevent overly conservative and overly aggressive approaches by giving the pilots a better idea if the
current energy state is reasonable or needs correction. Another idea expressed is to recommendations
for optimum speed, which was deemed to be useful by the pilots especially in free speed situations,
also to prevent overly-conservative or aggressive approaches. To enable easier approach planning
(speed and descent planning) for the pilots, a display of the remaining Track Miles to land was deemed
useful by some pilots. Displaying the current number of the aircraft in sequence to land was mentioned
as an alternative to the Track Miles, however less popular with the group of pilots. As a more complex
idea, the display of configuration change commands (or suggestions) was expressed. Several remarks
and ideas regarding the way information is displayed to the pilots by an assistance system were also
voiced. Generally, a switchable solution (on/off) is preferred by several pilots of the expert group. This
is deemed necessary by the pilots, as they consider the assistance system’s visual output unnecessary
in emergency situations, or, even more negatively, as clutter. Thus, it is preferred to be able to switch
the system off in certain, e.g. emergency, situations. Based on experience with the LNAS system, the
pilots reported that a future system’s output variation over time should be as little as possible. One of
the reasons is the amount of required attention to the system which increases with the variability of
its output over time. Furthermore, with high variability, the ability to plan ahead is also reduced.
Additional to aspects of what information to present and how to display it, there was some debate
during the discussions on where to display it as well. Three main possibilities were discussed:
•

Primary Flight Display (PFD)

•

Navigation Display (ND)

•

The Electronic Flight Bag’s display (EFB)

The EFB was mostly ruled out by the pilots, due to its location. As the EFB is usually a tablet mounted
to the left (Captain’s side) or right (First Officer’s side) of the pilots, it is outside of the pilot’s field of
view during a normal instrument scan. Including the EFB in the instrument scan is not easy and
impractical due to increased workload and the impractical location. As better alternatives, the
aircraft’s own PFD and ND were mentioned and pros and cons discussed. A pro of both options is the
ease to include the assistance system’s output in the instrument scan, as both PFD and ND are already
in the scan. The PFD, especially the Airbus A320’s Flight Mode Annunciator part of it, were deemed a
useful location for some few, limited, easily comprehensible pieces of information (e.g. configuration
command). However, there were also some pilots preferring the PFD not to be used for an assistance
system and prefer it to be exclusively for the most critical information, as it is currently used for.
Additionally, it is usually also already quite full of information. As a location for more detailed
information, e.g. the complete configuration sequence, the ND was mentioned as the preferred
solution. The problem of the assistance system’s output being deemed clutter in emergency situations
is relevant, but can, as mentioned, be solved by implementing a switchable solution.
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3.2.4.2 Mid to long term
Furthermore, technical details of a pilot assistance system to be developed over the short term, as well
as some ideas for systems or improvements to be implemented over the mid to long-term were
expressed and discussed. One of the key concepts discussed were interlinked systems between aircraft
and ground or aircraft to aircraft. For aircraft-to-aircraft interlinked systems, the idea was to use an
interlinked system for data sharing between aircraft, for example to forward weather data measured
during approach to the aircraft following behind. This would result in several advantages, such as
better pilot situation awareness, better predictions and recommendations by pilot assistant systems
and increased safety. Regarding interlinked systems between ground and aircraft, an increased role of
the air traffic management tool AMAN was discussed. One idea concentrated on using AMAN not only
in its current role for recommendations to controllers with a planning horizon up to the begin of the
aircraft’s approach, but with an increased planning horizon further into the approach and with a direct
link issuing commands directly to the aircraft. Another concept developed and discussed in the rounds
was the idea of the “speed corridor”. The general idea is to issue an upper and lower limit, thus a range
of allowable speeds to aircraft as command by ATC, instead of exact speeds to maintain. This way, it
might be easier to achieve the optimum speed for aircraft, also with respect to the planned sequence
of aircraft configuration. However, it also results in considerably more complex sequencing procedure
for the controllers due to a larger variation in required separation distances between aircraft, resulting
from the different selected or selectable speeds. Furthermore, if the required separation distances
between aircraft would need to be increased to allow for the speed corridor technique, airport
approach capacity might be impaired.

3.2.5 Ideas for further analysis
Additionally, ideas for further analysis on the data obtained and discussed concepts were voiced. One
of these was the analysis of noise vs. energy level, another one the question if found level-offs in the
approach flight paths were the result of vertical restrictions and the reason they occurred, e.g.
preceding aircraft or airspace structure. This is relevant to be able to determine the origin and impact
of vertical restrictions and thus be able to develop, if necessary, appropriate concepts to reduce
negative influences on noise and fuel consumption. Another suggestion for further analysis is a tradeoff analysis on the impact of the speed corridor concept mentioned in the previous paragraph on
various factors such as noise level, fuel consumption and airport approach capacity. A trade-off
analysis should look at how the speed corridor affects these factors and how optimising one factor,
e.g. noise level, would affect others, such as the approach capacity.

3.2.6 General opinions and remarks
In order to achieve success for developed assistance systems or new concepts, acceptance by the
target groups involved in their usage is key. Thus, relevant voiced opinions and remarks by pilots and
air traffic controllers regarding the described discussions will be shown in this paragraph. The general
view of the participating experts from both mentioned parties involved regarding future assistance
systems was mostly positive. This can, for example, be derived for the active participation in the
discussions, which can be explained with the interest in such systems. Furthermore, interest was
shown by the pilots in an improved version of the tested LNAS system, which shows a positive attitude
towards such assistance systems. However, there were also some opinions and remarks voiced that
suggest a more negative attitude to future systems. One example is the wish for an aircraft system
which only shows the current aircraft energy state versus the maximum allowable energy for the most
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aggressive approach. Although a new type of system would be clearly aimed at aiding the pilots, it
becomes clear that the system is wished to be only of informational type, not directly assisting or even
issuing actual commands. Another example is the remark that it would be impossible to incorporate
the experience of the controllers into a technical system. Individual opinions showed a rather hesitant
or even negative attitude towards systems which aim to improve aspects on the approach and
dismisses their possible results to be likely worse than the work of the controllers’ results without
additional systems. Still, it is clearly visible in the data obtained in the analysis from deliverable D2.3
[3], that there is still much room for improvement and thus the aspiration for future systems and
concepts aimed at this optimisation is useful. However, it also becomes clear that there are concerns
and opinions within the target groups that need to be addressed, managed and considered in
development.

3.3 Summary
This chapter presented several key discussion points and results of the expert workshop conducted on
5th March 2021. Among the key points were several aspects regarding the current limitations and
capabilities of pilots and air traffic controllers in their daily work, as well as their demands for future
systems and concepts developed over short- or mid- to long-term. Furthermore, it discussed options
for the technical implementation for a pilot assistance system to be developed over the short term,
for example, it showed that some display options would be preferred (such as PFD and ND) and others
to be preferably avoided (such as the EFB). Furthermore, concepts for the mid- to long-term
development, such as the “speed corridor” concept, were discussed. Then, ideas for further analysis
of the obtained data, e.g. a trade-off analysis in conjunction with the “speed corridor” concept, were
described. Finally, some relevant opinions expressed in the expert discussion with pilots and air traffic
controllers were analysed.
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4 DYNCAT Concept & Operating Method
In this chapter a concept is presented which aims to reduce noise exposure and fuel consumption
during approach, considering all factors and participants of the ecosystem in the TMA like the aircraft
itself including flight crew, ATM/ATC, regulation aspects and any kind of surrounding air traffic. In
contrast, the different supporting systems which are available to pilots and ATCOs, as described in
chapter 2, cover only a part of the situation during an approach e.g. by suggesting actions to the pilots
but not incorporating ATC or surrounding traffic. The concept considers all dimensions of an approach:
The lateral path, vertical path and speed. For this purpose, the suggested functionalities are described
in detail including all needed information and the related sources. For missing data, ways to gather or
transfer this information are proposed. As the concept should provide a better situation related to fuel
consumption and noise exposure, the expected benefits are described in detail.
The base for this suggested concept is a detailed analysis of the current operation at Zurich Airport, as
described in D2.3 [3] in detail, supported by other scientific references, as summarised in chapter 2.
Furthermore, the outcomes of the workshop with pilots, ATCOs, scientists and experts from related
authorities, described in chapter 3, were considered into this concept.

4.1 Data Link
The ability to implement an optimised approach profile precisely depends strongly on the accessible
information, no matter if it is a pilot or a supporting system which is calculating the points for speed,
configuration and altitude changes. In section 2.4 it was described that no sufficient information is
available in the cockpit in the most cases during current operations. For this reason, the DYNCAT
concept includes advanced data exchange between the approaching aircraft and ATC. The missing
information can be divided in three categories: The first one is a precise flight plan for approach phase
planned by ATC. In a scenario with basic improvements this could be the expected Track Miles. In a
scenario with more advanced improvements this could be a complete flight plan including expected
lateral, vertical and speed profile including certain restrictions (e.g. speed boundary for a certain
section of the approach path). The second category are the aircraft specific data like landing weight
and deceleration capability. The last category is the detailed wind profile information including gusts,
inversion layers and wind shears.
This topic will be elaborated in more detail during further project tasks and documented in the final
concept document at the project end.

4.1.1 Aircraft ATC Information Exchange
To provide detailed coordination between ATC and aircraft and increase the predictability of
trajectories on both sides, extended communication is needed. As described in section 2.1, solutions
like FANS-C and other approaches are subject of current research. However, the functionality of FANSC, which combines the CPDLC and ADS-C, will be described and used for the DYNCAT concept.

4.1.1.1 CPDLC
As described in section 2.1, current digital data links for ATC aircraft communication like CPDLC are
mostly used in upper flight levels and even there the rate of usage is only about 20% among all flights
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in Europe. However, the data link system is available in modern aircraft and also provides the
transmission of all flight plan details needed during approach phase. This includes level assignments,
lateral and vertical vectoring, speed instructions and radio frequency assignments.
Consequently, the DYNCAT concept suggests to extend the usage of CPDLC to the approach phase.
Additionally, an FMS with DYNCAT functionality must be able to import received flight plan data from
the CPDLC system.

4.1.1.2 Aircraft Information Downlink
To provide an optimal, realisable approach profile for every aircraft, also ATC needs additional
information. While basic aerodynamic information like manoeuvring speed and deceleration capability
can be provided by a database, the current aircraft gross weight is not available even though it is an
important value to calculate optimal profiles because manoeuvring speeds and deceleration capability
are depending on it.
ED-102B/DO-260C [19] is the emerging standard for future ADS-B equipment, offering significant
improvements in bandwidth and new data items. Colloquially referred to as ADS-B Version 3. The
updated standard contains Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) for airborne
equipment for Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) and Traffic Information Service –
Broadcast (TIS-B) utilising 1090 MHz Mode-S Extended Squitter. The standard [19] provides guidance
for establishing ADS-Wx parameter values for ADS-B systems broadcasting Aircraft State, Weather
State, and weather data contained in the Emergency/Priority Status Messages. Broadcast of these
messages comprises the ADS-B Weather Air Report (ADS-B Wx AIREP). ADS-B Wx AIREP parameters
include aircraft and meteorological data primarily sourced through interfaces with external onboard
systems. Certain ADS-B Wx AIREP parameters are specified for configuration during ADS-B system
installation. Others are generally available onboard advanced aircraft from typical systems such as air
data and/or flight management systems. A range of information (e.g. aircraft mass, flap configuration
and airspeed) is also broadcasted. With this information, the air traffic control instructions can be
better adapted to the specific aircraft characteristics. ADS-B Wx AIREP supports next generation ADSB applications such as Flight-Deck Interval Management (FIM), wake vortex separation and surfing
applications, hazardous weather detection and avoidance, aviation weather forecasting, and air traffic
management and control procedures. This should be considered by AMAN software used by ATC and
ATCOs itself.

4.1.2 Weather Information
To overcome the unavailability of detailed and up-to-date atmospheric information throughout the
approach the concept suggests a quasi-real-time use of the atmospheric conditions of preceding
aircraft for the optimisation of the energy balance or the flight plan during the entire flight or for each
flight phase of a following aircraft. The more aircraft that use the invention, the higher the quality of
the planning of each FMS in terms of accuracy, stability and robustness.
One way of providing quasi-real-time wind and temperature information is through direct transmission
between aircraft. For example, the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) standard,
which is used by most commercial aircraft today, describes the sending of information from an aircraft
to all aircraft or ground stations within range. The future ADS-B standard will probably include the
transmission of the weather situation currently present at the aircraft. This would allow an aircraft to
specifically receive and record the weather information of an aircraft flying ahead, so that a future FMS
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would include the wind and temperature profile for the subsequent, upcoming flight and optimise it
in terms of energy. The energetic optimisation results in more precise route/speed planning, which
also increases the temporal accuracy of the remaining flight. Due to the better time planning of the
aircraft arriving at the destination airport, the number of holding flights (holding loops) at the
destination airport can be greatly reduced, which has a positive effect on fuel consumption and noise
emissions.
Figure 42 shows another way of providing up-to-date weather profiles for the approach by recording
the wind and temperature estimated on board by the systems and sending it to a server after landing
for further use by other aircraft. This principle can also be transferred to departures.

4

Optimal approach
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management with the
latest wind profile

Wind Data Package
Request + Download
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Recording
Wind Data
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Upload

Figure 42: Exchange of wind information in real time

In the first step, an aircraft performs an approach and stores the necessary information for the further
use of the atmospheric profile. In addition to temperature and wind direction and speed, information
such as airport and runway identification as well as time stamps are elementary for a current and
approach-specific correct dissemination of the weather profiles to subsequent aircraft. In the second
step, the data package is transmitted to the server so that it always provides the current weather data
package for further aircraft. Even during the approach, updated weather information can be
transmitted from the aircraft to the server. In step three, an approaching aircraft requests the current
weather profile for the desired runway from the server and receives the currently valid data package.
The data package can now be used by the FMS in step 4.
The more aircraft provide the information, the better the data basis for describing dynamic profiles
such as wind shear. Thus, this invention also makes an important contribution to increase the pilot's
situational awareness. In addition, the probability of a go-around can be reduced, since the approach
can be optimised with the real wind that will be present in the future in such a way that the aircraft
always fulfils the stability conditions (fully configured, suitable speed, stable on the ILS) at 1000 ft
above the runway threshold.
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4.2 Configuration Optimisation
The concept presented can be implemented in all examples as well as in manually selected modes and
in managed mode. In managed mode, the pilots extend the flaps and the Landing Gear. All other tasks
are taken over by the autopilots. The lateral profile is not considered here in detail. The reason for that
is that the optimisation of the vertical profile including speeds and configuration can be implemented
independently from lateral routing (HDG or managed NAV mode) as long as the lateral profile and thus
the distance until touchdown is known preliminarily. This is provided by the conceptual data link
described in section 4.1.1.
Based on the example of a CDA procedure, the initial concept for the configuration management will
be presented. Here, the approach is carried out without the level-off segment for speed reduction. As
a result, the aircraft must dissipate the excess potential and kinetic energy simultaneously. This
procedure is also known as energy sharing. In this process, the speed reduction and the configuration
of the high-lift aids up to Flaps F-2 will take place on this deceleration segment. The aircraft will then
intercept the glide path and, in accordance with the Airbus Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), first
extend the Landing Gear and then configure it to the landing configuration (flaps F-FULL or F-3). Also
here, the challenge is to determine exactly when the descent, speed reduction and configuration
changes must take place in order to ensure an approach at thrust idle or at the lowest possible thrust
level. The goal of each approach is to fulfil the stabilisation conditions at 1000 ft above ground, in
relation to the runway threshold. To achieve this, the approach speed has to be reached by the
stabilisation altitude, the Landing Gear extended, the landing configuration set and an adequate
engine thrust (not idle), i.e. corresponding to the steady-state flight condition, reached.
For the continuous descent segment, until entering the glide path, the Open Descent autopilot mode
would be ideal on the aircraft side. In this mode, the aircraft initiates a descent with constant indicated
airspeed, so that the flight path angle is adjusted depending on the aircraft mass. The descent is
therefore at engine idle. Within the descent segment, not only the potential but also the kinetic energy
of the aircraft must be dissipated, which means that in active open descent mode the selected airspeed
must be reduced manually. As soon as this occurs, the Airbus-specific flight control initiates a reduction
of the flight path angle in order to enable the parallel reduction of excess kinetic and potential energy.
It is known that the parameter gamma_T (total flight path angle) is used for weighting the energy
reduction, 60 % kinetic and 40 % potential energy. Sufficiently detailed information about the exact
control structures or about the correction factors is proprietary and thus not predictable. This also
means that the effects of changes in speed and configuration can only be predicted with insufficient
precision and would lead to deviations in the vertical profile. Consequently, and under the existing
limitations, the sole use of the Open Descent Mode is unsuitable for trajectory planning in the context
of this CDA optimisation.
A second possibility to implement the continuous descent segment in operational flight operations
would be the explicit specification of the flight path angle to be flown in Flight Path Angle (FPA) mode,
which allows the dissipation of potential and kinetic energy during deceleration at a ratio depending
of the FPA value (the steepest the slope is, the more important the potential part is). However, this is
not practical in operational use of an Airbus A320 with the current flight management system. During
the approach, ATC provides the pilot with vectors (headings) for lateral guidance of the aircraft, which
must be entered into the Flight Control Unit (FCU). In the FCU, the heading mode is coupled with the
vertical speed (V/S) mode and the track mode with the FPA mode, so that the parallel input of a
heading and a flight path angle is not possible due to the system architecture. Theoretically, a desired
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flight path angle is also possible in combination with correspondingly set flight and vertical speeds.
However, if the airspeed is reduced, the vertical speed would have to be constantly tracked. This would
increase the number of pilot actions and consequently the workload on approach. In addition, the
input of the vertical speed is only resolved in 100 ft/min steps, which is not sufficient for optimisation.
The third option for optimising the continuous descent segment is a hybrid solution. Here, the descent
segment is composed of the following two segments:
•

1st segment: Open Descent Mode with constant indicated airspeed.

•

2nd segment: Deceleration segment.

The challenge here is to select a suitable vertical speed to ensure both a fuel-saving and low-noise
descent. An DLR-internal preliminary study shows that an optimised LDLP approach is the most fuelefficient compared to the CDA procedure with an A320 under the same conditions. However, since the
horizontal flight segment (intermediate approach altitude) is to be avoided in a CDA for speed
reduction due to the higher noise immission, the airspeed must be reduced during the descent. This
means that the deceleration potential of the aircraft is smaller and the speed reduction must begin
earlier. This in turn leads to increased flight time, which has a negative effect on fuel consumption.
Ultimately, it can be seen that the higher flight path for a lower noise immission in the second segment
of the continuous descent results in a higher fuel requirement. According to the preliminary study [5],
the choice of a vertical speed of -500 ft/min achieves a good compromise between noise reduction
and fuel consumption for the Airbus A320 family, so that the second segment of the continuous
descent is optimised for this vertical speed.
The initial concept of the configuration optimisation is divided into three parts: preliminary trajectory
planning, trajectory correction at runtime and display system. The preliminary trajectory planning
provides the entire vertical approach profile (speed and altitude profile) as well as the necessary trigger
points for the pilot's input actions by means of a combined forward and backward simulation. This
calculation is performed once before the start of the descent segment and covers the entire range
from the start of the descent segment to touchdown on the runway. The calculated profile, together
with the trigger points, is then made available to both the flight control system (AP/ATHR) and the
pilot in the form of a novel display (see chapter 4.3). The part of the trajectory correction at runtime
has the task of compensating in flight for possible deviations due to incorrect assumptions in the wind
or delayed/advanced input actions by the pilot by shifting the individual trigger points. Through an
interface to the flight guidance system, the FMS could also carry out all necessary pilot inputs
automatically (managed mode), which makes a fully automatic execution of the approach possible.
Firstly, the preliminary trajectory planning with the associated algorithms is presented. This is followed
by explanations of the trajectory correction during runtime. Here, the possible deviations are
presented and correction possibilities during the approach are derived.
As described in chapter 2.1, the current FMS can perform a single calculation of the speed and altitude
profile. However, for approach sequence cues, only the deceleration point is shown to the pilot in the
navigation display. Furthermore, this indication represents only one single calculation done before the
actual approach. Other implementations do not perform any explicit preliminary trajectory planning,
but use a standard procedure according to the aircraft flight manual as a basis for a later correction
calculation. For a continuous decelerated descent at the beginning of the correction calculation, the
necessary pilot inputs for flaps and Landing Gear are positioned according to the flight manual
associated values for the extension speeds. However, such an approach does not provide good starting
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values for a correction calculation, as the manual inputs are very rigid and usually do not take wind or
aircraft weight into account. A better approach seems to be one in which the best possible profile is
already available before the correction calculation. Therefore, in the following, a vertical profile is
determined with the preliminary trajectory planning which, under the given boundary conditions,
enables an approach with minimum thrust from the beginning of the descent segment to the
stabilisation altitude.

Figure 43: Reference Profile Continuous Descent Approach

The preliminary trajectory planning is presented here as an example for the reference approach profile
CDA (Figure 43). For the preliminary trajectory planning, some characteristic points can first be
calculated by geometric considerations (e.g. the entry point into the glide path, GP). At the beginning
of the preliminary trajectory planning, the following information is taken as available:
•

Indicated airspeed (IAS) of the aircraft at the beginning of the approach.

•

Current aircraft position

•

Runway elevation (MSL) and position

•

Elevation angle of the glide path
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•

Intermediate approach altitude (MSL)

•

Aircraft mass

•

Selected landing configuration (flaps F-3 or flaps F-FULL)

•

Wind field (wind speed and direction)

The altitudes are always referenced to mean sea level (MSL) in accordance with the usual specifications
by the air traffic control. With the exception of the wind field, none of this information represents a
limitation, as all values are available on board before the start of the approach. For the wind field, a
time-invariant but altitude-dependent wind field is to be assumed within the framework of the
preliminary runway planning (see section 4.1.2). Furthermore, only the horizontal components of the
wind are considered, since the vertical wind is normally negligible compared to the horizontal wind.
As state of the art in the A320 (see chapter 2), the current wind at the beginning of the approach at
the current altitude and the wind on the ground, measured and published by air traffic services, are
available to the aircraft. If more accurate wind information is not available, which is considered as the
worst-case situation within this concept, the wind speed and wind direction can be linearly
interpolated between these two points for preliminary trajectory planning. It is clear from a
comparison of the two profiles that with such an assumption, preliminary trajectory planning can only
provide inadequate results. As described in section 4.1.2 this initial concept also comprises a wind
information data link for a high-fidelity approach optimisation. However, also with such a solution it is
possible that the preliminary calculation has to be done without detailed wind information due to
missing data (no preceding aircraft) or a too long distance to the airport to establish a data link
(depending on the actual implementation). The optimisation can be repeated with detailed wind
information when it is available later during approach. The following individual steps can be clearly
understood from the illustrations (Figure 43).
First, the positions of the two geometric points "stabilisation height" and "glide path intercept" can be
calculated from the given glide path. These two points represent "Gate 3" and "Gate 5".

4.2.1 Case 1: Approach with minimum thrust and no restriction
In order to determine the best possible approach profile related to fuel burn and noise exposure, the
defined configuration gates are determined by a backward simulation from the point of stabilisation
height. This calculation starts with the landing configuration (flaps on position F-3 or F-FULL), the
Landing Gear down and the approach speed VAPP. The simulation is done backwards first up to the Fspeed plus an offset (further on described as ). This offset describes the physical extension durations
for the different Flaps settings and the Landing Gear and thus is different for every configuration step.
At this speed, the landing flaps are then retracted to configuration F-2 and the Landing Gear is
retracted directly afterwards. When the Landing Gear is completely retracted, this simulation ends.
This point marks the begin of the final configuration (Gate 4) consisting of L/G, F-3 and F-Full. For
approaches with heavy aircraft or very strong headwinds, the final configuration (Gate 4) can be
extended by F-2. The position of F-2 is determined when the indicated airspeed corresponds to SSpeed during the backward simulation and the flaps are retracted to configuration F-1. To achieve this,
the retraction position (S-speed minus ) of the flaps from F-2 to F-1 should be determined with the
help of forward simulation (starts with F-1 and S-speed). Also, with the help of a forward simulation
(starts with flaps in clean and G-Dot-Speed) the retraction position (G-Dot-Speed minus ) of the flaps
from F-1 to "clean" can be determined for the backward simulation. In this step, the backward
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simulation ends when the currently displayed airspeed is reached with the flaps completely retracted
to the clean position. This point marks the position of Gate 2 and also the begin of the deceleration
segment (Figure 43). Considering the existing philosophy of the A320 family, V/S mode is paired with
the heading mode and a vertical rate of about -500 ft/min is a good compromise for an A320 as
explained above. Deviating from the existing philosophy and allowing new mode pairings, the FPA
mode is preferable for this segment. FPA mode provides more accurate flight prediction for different
aircraft.
In this case, it was assumed that the aircraft is above the DECEL altitude. Finally, the Top of Descent
(TD) position (Gate 1, Figure 43) is to be determined. This segment is determined by the simulation
"Descent with constant indicated airspeed and thrust at idle" and is flown on the A320 as a so-called
"open descent". I.e. the thrust is at idle and the current indicated airspeed is controlled or kept
constant via the elevator. This segment can be determined by backward simulation from the DECEL
position to the current flight altitude. However, the engine dynamics introduces an inaccuracy in the
determination of the TD position. To minimise the effects of thrust dynamics in determining the TD
position, a forward simulation will be performed starting at the initial flight altitude and ends at the
altitude of the DECEL position. Next, and in order to determine the final TD position, the end point of
the forward simulated segment shall be transferred to the DECEL position.
In the case that during DECEL position computation, the aircraft altitude is reached, the "OpenDescent" segment is completely omitted and the DECEL point is searched on the level segment starting
at TD position (Figure 44).

Figure 44: Continuous Descent Approach without "Open-Descent" segment

Note 1: The aim of trajectory planning is to carry out the flap configuration within the speed
specifications of the aircraft manufacturer. At the beginning of the backward simulation from the
stabilisation height, the distances between the different actions result from the extension durations
of the flaps or the Landing Gears. If, during the first simulation calculation, the extension position of
the flap position F-3 is determined at a speed below F-speed, the retraction of the landing
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configuration must be delayed (altitude at the begin of the flaps retraction increased) and the
simulation calculation repeated until the target speed of the flap position F-3 corresponds to F-speed.
Note 2: same behaviour may appear in some corner cases for F-1/F-2 location which can be found at
aircraft altitude.

4.2.2 Case 2: Approach with minimum thrust and speed restrictions
Considering the speed restrictions given by ATC allows further optimisation of the approach profile
during real operations. Speed instructions or restrictions vary from airport to airport and usually come
in two different forms. If the glideslope segment is short, controllers will attempt to deliver aircraft at
a predetermined glideslope intercept speed (180 at OSNEM) (Figure 45).
If the assigned speed is less than the determined speed at “Gate 3” from Case 1, the position of the
final configuration remains unchanged. In order to avoid premature final configuration, a thrust
segment is introduced after the glideslope intercept, so that for the time being the speed is not
reduced until the point is reached with the same speed at which the speed may be reduced further.
If the specified speed is higher than the speed at “Gate 3” from “Case 1”, the excess speed is
compensated by shifting the Landing Gear extension point. The goal remains to extend the Landing
Gears as close as possible to the runway threshold. If the Landing Gear extension position drifts far
from F-3, the extension positions of F-3 and F-FULL should also be shifted. This increases the
deceleration efficiency with the best possible fuel consumption and noise propagation.
The optimisation of the approach profile segments until the required speed at “Gate 3” can be
achieved with a combination of forward and backward simulations. If the specified speed at “Gate 3”
is lower than S-speed (minus ), the backward simulation starts at “Gate 3” with the specified speed
and determines the positions of F-2, F-1 and DECEL according to Case 1 with the help of forward
simulations. The rest corresponds to Case 1.

Figure 45: Continuous Descent Approach with speed restrictions, required speed at fix position

Another type of speed constraint is shown in Figure 46. This constraint usually comes during the
approach and should be considered immediately. Typical restrictions (such as 170 to 5NM, 180 to
6NM) are known for some airports. Since the speed is supposed to remain constant over a given
distance, configurations within this range lead to an increase in fuel consumption and aircraft noise.
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The specified speed and the point at which the restriction begins define the best possible configuration
so that the restrictions can be optimally implemented. Determining the actions before the restriction
starts is the same as the previous example. Since the speed on the glideslope may not be reduced until
the end of the restrictions, there is a speed excess at the end, which is compensated by shifting the
extension position of the Landing Gears (or F-3 and F-FULL).

Figure 46: Continuous Descent Approach with speed restrictions, required constant speed over given
distance

4.2.3 Case 3: Approach with minimum thrust and altitude restrictions
If the descent segments exceed altitude constraints, these segments are subdivided and form a flight
profile with several deceleration segments (Figure 47). The deceleration segments can be designed
using FPA mode. The determination of the positions for the configuration corresponds to Case 1
(section 4.2.1). The speed restrictions can also be implemented according to Case 2 (section 4.2.2).

Figure 47: Continuous Descent Approach with altitude restrictions, required minimum/maximum altitude at
fix position
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4.3 Airborne Display Concept
4.3.1 General Concept
The DYNCAT functionality will be integrated in the state-of-the-art aircraft cockpit (see chapter 2.1)
instrumentations, so no additional screen is envisaged for the novel function. Only essential
information for the conduct of a safe and optimised approach profile related to fuel consumption and
noise exposure will be additionally provided to the pilots.
The increasing aircraft capabilities and functionalities together with the increasing traffic density at the
airport result in complex approach scenarios and affect the pilots’ situational awareness. To support
the pilots’ situational awareness of the aircraft’s energy state, the prototype of the airborne
functionality within the DYNCAT project will enhance the display on the Primary Flight Display (PFD)
and/or on the Navigation Display (ND) with the selected essential information for an optimal approach
related to fuel consumption and noise exposure in the TMA.
The indications in the cockpit will allow the pilots to monitor deviations from the optimal flight profile
and energy state of the aircraft to take early corrective action. As it became apparent in the analysis
of the case studies, there are various correction strategies for regaining an optimal flight profile (e.g.
dissipation strategy with over energy: using speed brakes, increasing airspeed to increase drag, or
adaptation of the configuration sequence; with under-energy: re-joining of the optimum flight profile).
In this context, it is assumed for the DYNCAT concept that the correction strategy of major deviations
from the optimal profile is carried out autonomously by the pilots using the energy deviation cues if
using the managed or selected mode and if it is not possible to follow the suggested path anymore. If
it is generally possible to follow the DYNCAT path, another solution would be the trigger of a
recalculation of the optimal profile with the current aircraft position and altitude as starting point to
provide an optimal solution related to the current situation. It should be evaluated whether a
correction strategy suggested by the DYNCAT system yields acceptance by the flight crews.
Smaller deviations from the optimal vertical and speed profile (e.g. a slight excess in airspeed in the
final approach segment due to wind changes), on the other hand, can be compensated for by
dynamically shifting the locations of the configuration pseudo-waypoints as described in detail in
chapter 4.2.
In summary, this means that the flight crew needs information on the optimum profile, deviations
from the optimum profile, the optimum times of changes in the flight profile (e.g. change in flight
guidance mode from OPEN DES to V/S) and the target speeds, as well as the optimum times of changes
in high-lift devices and Landing Gear extension.
It is to be envisaged that as a further output of the DYNCAT system such an optimised approach can
be performed partially (piloting task sharing (Lateral/Vertical/Speed) between the crew and the
system) and even completely autonomously («fully managed optimised approach» where all changes
in the vertical modes and target airspeeds, and potentially also the aircraft configuration changes
(«auto configuration») are performed by the autopilot system while being monitored by the flight
crew).
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4.3.2 Information Presentation
The information and cues to the flight crew shall be as clear and distinct as possible to avoid
information overload.
Different types of information are to be presented to the flight crew:
1) Status information: aircraft energy state. The energy level, energy dissipation objective and
energy dissipation rate (to assess the location where energy deviation becomes zero) are
valuable information to be provided to the pilots and are included in the DYNCAT functionality,
in the form of an intuitive display object.
2) Action information: e.g. change in aircraft vertical mode, target speed, aircraft configuration
change. This information should be provided in a way that allows the pilots to perform the
action at the time and geographical location requested by the DYNCAT system with little
workload e.g. using dynamic pseudo-waypoints.
Since the data for the DYNCAT functionality is provided in real time, changing wind will have a
significant influence on the location of the action steps (dynamic pseudo-waypoints).
Therefore, the locations of the action steps (e.g. configuration change) shall be robust against
disturbances such as insignificant short-term wind fluctuations in a real operational
environment to avoid a confusing fluctuation of these dynamic pseudo-waypoints, e.g. on the
navigation display.
With all relevant data available for the DYNCAT function in real time, the projective trajectory
accounting for ATC instructions, actual wind profiles and aircraft performance data can be provided to
the pilots.
The visual cues for the DYNCAT solution are to be evaluated conceptually in a large-scale online pilot
survey and later in the development simulator.

4.3.3 Visual Cues
A visualisation in the primary field of view is required, in which the information is provided to avoid
switching the focus of attention of the flight crews to other directions. To avoid a cluttered display in
the Primary Flight Display (PFD), a button may be evaluated to toggle the view similar to other
functions like the “ILS/LS” pushbutton or the optional data display of the Electronic Flight Instrument
System (EFIS) control panel (e.g. CSTR key) on Airbus aircraft.
Information related to pilot actions may be displayed either on the PFD, Navigation Display (ND) and/or
Vertical Situation Display (VSD).
1) Primary Flight Display: For the PFD the aircraft energy information may be displayed as an
equivalent to the current “V/DEV” indication (Airbus: «yoyo») on the altimeter tape, as an
equivalent to the “energy chevrons” (cf. HUD symbology) on the flight path indicator or
another adequate and effective solution. It has to be assessed how a deviation from the
optimum energy state can be presented in the most intuitive way to the flight crew (e.g.
altitude deviation vs. speed deviation which are equivalent to each other in terms of total
energy). Advisory or alerting indications in text format may be displayed as a text line
indication on the PFD in case of an excess in energy (cf. approach stabilisation monitor
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function). The PFD is also considered as the main instrument to monitor corrective actions to
join an optimised descent profile. Target speeds may be displayed on the speed tape with the
conventional magenta target speed indication with managed speed mode (assuming that the
target speed is calculated by DYNCAT).
2) Navigation Display: The ND on the other hand allows the display of all dynamic pseudowaypoints. The horizontal distance or overfly time of these waypoints should be displayed on
the ND in a similar way as for the navigation waypoints to allow the pilot to perform a
requested action (e.g. configuration change, change of vertical flight guidance mode, etc.)
precisely at the time required. It should be evaluated whether the indication of energy circles
on the ND increases the situational awareness of the pilots additionally to an energy indication
on the PFD.
3) Vertical Situation Display: It may be further evaluated whether the display of the optimised
vertical profile and the dynamic pseudo-waypoints on the VSD improves the pilot’s energy
situational awareness and management of corrective actions.
With this Initial Operational Concept philosophy, such an implementation guarantees that only high
priority information is displayed on the PFD and the functionality assistance is given on the ND/VSD.
Further displays e.g. on the EFB or similar implementation on the side of the pilots and co-pilots seats
are out of scope for the DYNCAT project. This decision was also confirmed by the pilot group in the
first DYNCAT workshop.

4.3.4 Acoustic Cues
In general, acoustic cues are used to alert the pilot about safety-critical aspects in the conduct of flight
operation (e.g. autopilot disconnect, landing gear in motion, decision height reminder and warnings
from dedicated systems like traffic collision avoidance system TCAS, (enhanced) ground proximity
warning system GPWS, runway overrun protection system ROPS, runway awareness and advisory
system RAAS). The Airbus flight control system also provides an aural low energy warning when
airplane energy is insufficient to achieve a climbing flight path through pitch control only (callout:
“SPEED SPEED SPEED”). Therefore, deriving acoustic signals from DYNCAT, if any, should only be used
if they are safety related and not simply to guide the aircraft on the optimum profile. In the event of
an acoustic alert, a pilot response must be immediately required to prevent an unsafe condition.

4.4 Ground Operations
Instructions adapted to each different aircraft type could be additionally distinguished in terms of their
noise exposure impact for the subsequent flight, assisting the ATC controller to provide as litter
environmental impact profile as possible. A keyword here is “Tailored Approach” which describes a
solution in which every arriving aircraft follows a “tailored” trajectory matching the related mass and
aerodynamics considering the surrounding flights and other conditions like weather and regulations.
A base for this is the extended communication concept (see chapter 4.1) between aircraft and ground
to give ATC the information about the aircraft data and intent and the aircraft a digital preliminary
version of the flight plan and detailed weather information. However, a detailed analysis of this
approach for the ATC side is out of scope for DYNCAT.
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5 Summary
In chapter 2 the state of the art related to aircraft technology, regulations and ATM which are
important to understand the current operations in the TMA and during approach are described.
Additionally, the analysis done in Task 2.3 of the current project was extended by the detailed analysis
of different energy dissipation strategies performed by the pilots. This should help to translate the
initial concept into a prototypical FMS functionality by providing matching strategies for different
situations during descent flight phases.
Chapter 3 summarises the conducted experts’ workshop in which different topics were discussed. This
ranged from the description of the current work of the different participant groups like pilots and
ATCOs over possible short-term improvements like pilot assistance systems and how they can be
integrated into the cockpit up to long-term suggestions like speed corridors instead of distinct speed
restrictions, amongst others. Also, different possibilities about how the analysis of the current
operation can be extended to investigate new effects or known effects in more detail were proposed.
The initial operational concept itself is described in chapter 4. It starts with the presentation of a digital
data-link concept mostly based on already existing communication standards to provide the needed
data exchange between aircraft and ground for approach profile optimisation. Beside the direct
communication between ATC and aircraft, also a meteorological data-link is suggested which supports
the aircraft with high-fidelity information about the vertical wind profile in the approach phase,
recorded by preceding aircraft. Subsequently the actual optimisation of the approach profile is
described in chapter 4.2 based on an CDA procedure. The different phases for such an optimised
approach, why these are chosen, how they are defined and how an algorithm could perform the
optimisation are pointed out in detail. The description includes also three operational cases including
two in which ATC restrictions are considered in the optimisation. Finally, chapter 4.3 provides a display
concept which describes how to indicate to the pilots the current energy state of the aircraft and the
calculated optimal setpoints to be performed for an optimised approach. Focus in this chapter is not
to overload the pilot with additional information, rather it is to provide the current and needed detail
for each action in the primary field of view.
In general, the suggested concept in this document leads to a solution which is scalable related to the
complexity. For example, a stand-alone onboard optimisation with basic data-link and a minimal visual
indication can be realised, but also a fully extended datalink for an optimised approach completely
coordinated between aircraft an ATC, taking advantage of an advanced indication system in the
cockpit, is conceivable. Furthermore, the concept is based on expert’s experiences and assessment
and analysis of recent operational data, considering all stakeholders and influencing factors in the
TMA, which leads to a high level of feasibility. Possible improvements related to fuel burn and noise
exposure were pointed out in the analysis of Task 2.3 and other studies as described in chapter 2.
One challenge of this concept is the incorporation of ATC into the optimisation of the approach profile
by expecting at least detailed flight plan information of the planned approach. As emerged in the
expert’s workshop, some ATCOs have the opinion that preliminary planning is barely possible and most
of the decisions are made in real-time. Also assisting computer systems would not be possible in some
ATCO’s point of view, due to the fact that most of the decisions are based on experience and not only
on established procedures (especially related to assigning speed restrictions).
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